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Introduction t o Fiscal Law s and Reprogramming 

Approximate Length: SO minutes 

PROGRAM EXECUTION 
Welcome to the Fiscal Laws and Reprogramming 

Lesson. This lesson presents information to familiarize 

you with the basic provisions of the Misappropriation A 

Act, the Antideficiency Act, and the Bona Fide Need 

Rule. This lesson also describes the various types of 

reprogramming actions used by DoD. The following 
 und 

topics are part of this lesson: xecutlon 


Pro es 

• Fiscal Laws 

• Reprogramming 

• Lesson Summary 

Located throughout and at the end of these lessons 
are Knowledge Reviews, which are not graded but 


Fiscal Laws 8c
enable you to measure your comprehension of the 5rRepro gram min g lesson material. 
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Long Description 

Shows the 5 lessons of the Program Execution module. The current lesson, Fiscal Laws and 
Reprogramming, is highlighted here. 
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Learning Objectives 

By completing this lesson, you should be able to : 

• 	 Identify violations of the Misappropriation Act, the Antideficiency Act, and the Bona Fide Need Rule. 

• 	 Recognize the various categories of reprogrammings, including the approval authorities and the types 
of reprogramming actions covered by each category. 

• 	 Identify the threshold amounts and level of control for each appropriation category for below
threshold reprogramming. 
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I ntroduction t o Fiscal Law s 

Program and business financial managers should be 
careful to comply with applicable laws in executing funds. 

The three major legal provisions that concern funds 
execution are the: 

• Misappropriation Act 

• An tideficiency Act 

• Bona Fide Need Rule 

Each of these laws will be discussed on the following 

pages, along with examples of violations of each. 


Q 
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Long Description 

U.S. Capitol Building with three scrolls; Misappropriation Act, Antideficiency Act, and Bona Fide Need Rule. 
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Misappropriation Act 

The Misappropriation Act is also known as the 
Purpose Statute. 

Section 1301 of Title 31, u.s. Code requires that 

funds appropriated by Congress be used only for the 

programs and purposes for which the appropriation 

was made. The purpose of the law is to preserve 

Congress' power of the purse. The comptroller is 

responsible for how funds are used (certi fy "color"), 

but the Program Manager or o ther managers cannot 

intentionally mislead the comptroller. 


Examples of Misappropriation Act violations are 
located on the following three pages. 
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Long Description 

U.S. Capitol Building with a scroll and the words 'Misappropriation Act' on the right side. 
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Misappropriation Violation Examples 

A General requested MILCON funds to build a 

runway/ helicopter pad on base. This request was 

denied, so the General ordered that O&M funds be 

used to build multiple "sidewalks" side by side, 

effectively forming a helicopter pad. 


When this violation o f the Misappropriation Act was 
discovered, the General was "retired early ." 

Q 
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Long Description 

Helicopter landing pad. At the top right is a money bag labeled 'MILCON' with a green check mark. At the 
bottom left is a money bag labeled 'O&M' with a red X. 
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Misappropriation Violation Examples, Cont. 

Another example of a possible violation of the 

Misappropriation Act involves use of funds for product 

improvement. For example, development of a product 

improvement that enhances the system's performance 

is supposed to be funded with RDT&E funds. However, 

there may be differences in interpretation between the 

Program Manager and higher authority as to exactly 

what constitutes performance enhancement, which 

can lead to disagreements as to how to properly fund 

the produc t improvement. 


It is a good idea to check with higher 

authori ty/Comptroller prior to obligating funds for a 

system modification to ensure there is no problem with 

possible misappropriation of funds. It is also a good 

idea to get the opinion in writing if it is a gray area. 


Q 
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Long Description 

The C-130J shown here has a new 'Laser Detection System' as part of the upgraded avionics package. 
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Misappropriation Violation Ex amples, Cont. 

A common violation of the 

Misappropriation Act occurs when 

local activities use O&M 

appropriations to acquire computer 

systems whose total cost exceeds 
 $$0&M$$~ the investment/expense threshold. 

These sys terns should be acquired 

using procurement appropriations. 


$250KSplitting an equipment purchase to 
<= 

$$~$$ 
avoid having to use procurement 

funds is also considered a violation 

of t he Misappropriation Ac t. 


$250K# 
> 

PROCUREMENT 

Q 
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Long Description 

Graphic showing two computer systems; one with unit system cost up to $250,000 funding with O&M and 
one with cost over $250,000 funded with Procurement. 
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Antideficiency Act (ADA) 

Sections 1341 and 1517 of Title 31, u.s . Code state that 

executive agencies and their subordinates cannot obligate more 

money than is made available to them in an appropriation or in a 

formal subdivision of funds (allocation, allotment, suballotment, 

or other formal designation of a limitation). They also may not 

make obligations that exceed the amount permitted by agency 

action/regulation. Nor can they obligate money in advance of 

receiving an appropria tion or allotment. Simply stated, they 

cannot spend more budget authority than they get and they 

cannot spend it before they ge t it. 


The law also requires the head of each agency to establish an 

administrative control system that ensures obligations are kept 

within appropriated levels and enables the agency to fix 

responsibility for violations. Unintentional violations can result in 

reassignment or suspension without pay. Intentional violations 

can result in a fine and imprisonment. Responsibility for 

Antideficiency Act violations is usually fixed at the highest level 

that knew about or should have known about the violation. 
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Long Description 

U.S. Capitol Building with a scroll and the words 'Antideficiency Act' on the right side. 
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Antideficiencv Act Violation Examples 

• 	 An activity received a formal subdivision of 

funds in the amount of $1 million but made 

obligations amounting to $1.25 million. 

Exceeding the formal subdivision of funds 

violated the Antideficiency Act. 


• 	 An activity used O&M funds to purchase 

computer equipment that should have been 

purchased with Other Procurement funds, 

violating the Misappropriation Act. To correct 

this Misappropriation violation, the ac tivity's 

fundholder would be required to deobligate the 

O&M funds and obligate Other Procurement 

funds instead. A t the time the purchase was 

made, however, the activity's fundholder had 

no Other Procurement funds. This is considered 

an Antideficiency Act violation since correction 

of the erroneous obligation resulted in a breach 

of a formal subdivision of funds. 


Q 
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Long Description 

A fund holder is shown receiving $1 million formal distribution of funds and issuing obligations amounting 
to $1.25 million. A 'Violation' stamp is superimposed on the graphic. 
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Antideficiency Act Violation Examples, Cont. 

• 	 In September 2006, an activity entered into a 

lease that did not begin until the following 

fiscal year, FY 2007. They planned on using 


LEASE 
FY 2007 funds. This violated the AGREEMENT 


Antideficiency Act because i t obligated the 

Federal Government to a contract for the 

payment of money before the correct 

appropriation to be charged was available. 


Effective dates : 
1 Apr 07 - 3 0 Sep 0 7 

Funding: FY 0 7 081:1'1 -

Q 
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Long Description 

A red circle-slash is superimposed on a lease agreement document with effective dates 01 April 07 to 30 
September 07 funding with FY07 O&M. 
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Bona Fide Need Rule 

Section 1502(a) of Title 31, u.s. Code requires that 
appropriated funds be used only to obtain: 

• 	 Goods for which a bona fide need arises 

during the period of the appropria tion's 

availability for obligation. 


• 	 Services which are performed during the 

period o f the appropriation's availability for 

obligation. In o ther words, activi t ies may only 

use funds available for obligation at the time 

the need arises. 


The definition of when a bona fide need arises 

depends on the government's requirement s and the 

nature of the product or service to be acquired. 

Three situations where questions commonly arise 

concerning application of the Bona Fide Need Rule 

involve supply i tems, service contracts, and 

multiple-year appropriations. 
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Long Description 

U.S. Capitol Building with a scroll and the words 'Bona Fide Need Rule' written on the right side. 
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Bona Fide Need Rule - Supply Items 

Generally, bona fide need is determined by when the 

government actually requires the supplies being 

acquired. Supply needs of a future year are the 

bona fide need of the year in which they are 

required, unless an exception applies. 


• 	 Lead- time exception: Agencies are 

permitted to consider normal production lead 

time in determining bona fide need for an 

acquisition. For example, if the normal lead 

time for an i tem is 30 days, the government 

may obligate FY 11 funds for an i tem required 

on or before 30 Oc t 11. 


• 	 Stock lev el ex cep t ion: Agencies may use 

current year funds to replace stock consumed 

in the current fiscal year, ev en though the 

replacement stock will not be used until the 

following fiscal year. However, fiscal-year-end 

stockpiling of supplies in excess of normal 

usage requirements is prohibited. 
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Long Description 

Calendar in front with label FY13 and picture of transport plane in background with supplies waiting to be 
loaded. One stack of supplies on right labeled FY13 with a check mark next to the label. 
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Bona Fide Need Rule - Service Contracts 

Generally, services are the bona fide need of the fiscal 
year in which they are performed. Thus, service 
contracts may not normally cross fiscal years. However, Severable Ser vices 
several exceptions exist to this general rule. 

• 	 No nsevera ble services exception. If the 

services produce a single or unified outcome, 

product, or report, the services are nonseverable s 

and the government may fund the entire e ffort 

with dollars available for obligation at the time the 

contract is executed, and the contract execu tion 

may cross fiscal years. 


• 	 Statutory ex ceptions. Sect ion 2410a of Ti tle 10, 
u.s. Code permits DoD t o award and fully fund 

any severable service contract up to 12 months in 

duration at any time during a fiscal year. 


Q 
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Long Description 

Depiction of severable services contract running from April 13 to March 14, crossing fiscal years, but 
funded entirely with FY13 dollars. 
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Bona Fide Need Rule - Multi-year Appropriations 

Appropriations which are av ailable for more than one 
year (such as ROT&E, Procurement, and MILCON) 
may be used to finance goods or services for which 
a bona fide need exists during any year of the 
appropria tion's availability. 

For example, FY 12 ROT&E funds are available during 
both FY 12 and FY 13 and may therefore be used 
for bona fide needs arising in FY 13. 

FY 12 
RDT&E 

However, while this is legal, individual DoD 
Component comptrollers may be more restrictive, 
only allowing multiple-year appropriations to be used 
to finance those bona fide needs that arise during 
the first year of the appropriation's availability. 

FY 12 

Q 
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Long Description 

Bag of money labeled 'FY 12 RDT&E.' Arrows going from here to two RDT&E efforts labeled FY 12 and the 
other labeled FY 13. Animation showing components can prevent use of FY 12 money for FY 13 effort. 
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Bona Fide Need Rule Violation Examples 

• 	 To use up excess end-of-y ear O&M funds, an 
agency purchased supplies exceeding the 
amount required to maintain a stock level 
consistent with normal usage. 

• 	 A contract awarded in FY 11 was funded with 
FY 11 RDT&E funds. Early in FY 12, it was 
discovered tha t a within-scope cost overrun 
required a modification of the contract to add 
funding. Since all o f the activity's FY 11 
RDT&E funds had been obligated, FY 12 RDT&E 
funds were used to increase the funds 
obliga ted on the contrac t. This violated the 
Bona Fide Need Rule since the cost overrun 
was related to a bona fide need of FY 11, 
which is outside the availability period of the 
FY 12 RDT&E funds . FY 11 RDT&E funds should 
have been sought from other activities to 
meet this requirement . 
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Bona Fide Need Rule 
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Long Description 

The seals of the military are depicted, with the words 'Bona Fide Rule' across the top, and the words 
'Section 1502(a) of Title 31 U.S. Code Violation' superimposed on the image. 
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Knowledge Review 

A contract for a research and development project was awarded 

using funds from a Procurement appropriation. This action did not 

cause any formal subdivision of the Procurement appropriation to be 

exceeded. This action most likely: 


Did not violate any fiscal laws. 

U Violated the Bona Fide Need Rule. 

Violated the Antideficiency Ac t . 

./ Violated the Misappropriation Act . 

Check Answer 

Awarding t he R&D project contract using Proc ure ment funds m ost likely vio lated t he 
Misappro prilltion Act, since t he cont ract s ho uld have been funded w ith an RDT&E 
appropriatio n. The An tideficieny Act was not violated here because no formal subdivision of 
funds was exceeded. 
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Knowledge Review 

$15,000 of year· end "fallout" money from the O&M appropriation 

becomes available to your program office one week before the end of 

the fiscal year. You use these funds to buy a year's worth of office 

supplies even though you already have a normal stock level of six 

months' worth of supplies on-hand. Assuming that your office supplies 

are ordinarily financed with O&M funds, this action most likely: 


U Did not violate any fiscal laws . 

./ Violated the Bona Fide Need Rule. 

Violated the Antideficiency Act. 

Check Answer 

This a ctio n most likely violated the Bona Fide Need Rule . Supply needs of a fu ture year are 
the bona fide need of the year in which they are required, unless an exception applies. In this 
case, however, there is no applicable exception. 

Back Next 
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Categories of Reprogramming Overview 

Reprogramming is the use of funds for purposes other 

than those contemplated by the Congress at the time 

originally appropriated. These actions do not represent 

requests for additional funds from the Congress. Rather, 

they normally involve the reapplication of resources 

within the budget authority already appropriated. 


Funds can only be reprogrammed within the same fiscal 

year, never between fiscal years. Reprogramming 

guidance is based on agreements between DoD and 

Congress and is contained in the DoD Financial 

Management Regyla tjon (DoD 7000.14-R) . Volume 3. 

Chapter 6. 


There are four types of reprogramming actions: I :l:(l'i'lTJ:b 
Congressional prior approval, Congressional notification, , ,,l:fS.jjlilt'i) 

internal and below threshold. 

Q 
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Long Description 

Reprogramming Actions is in the center of the graphic, surrounded by four types: Congressional Prior 
Approval, Congressional Notification, Internal, and Below-Threshold. 
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Congressional Prior Approval Reprogramming 

Congressional prior approval reprogramming applies to actions: 

• 	 Requesting procurement quantity increases for major 

end items. 


• 	 Affecting matters of special interest to one or more 

committees, regardless o f the dollar amount. 


• 	 Involv ing use o f the Secretary o f Defense's general 

transfer authority ( that is, movement o f funds between 

appropria tion accounts) . 


• 	 Exceeding the amounts specified for below- threshold 

reprogrammings within an appropriation account. 


• 	 Involving new starts meeting certain dollar thresholds. 

• 	 Terminating programs or projects meeting certain dollar 

thresholds . 


Q 
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Long Description 

U.S. Capitol Building with the words 'Prior Approval Reprogramming' written on it. 
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Congressional Prior Approval Reprogramming, Cont. 

DoD submits requests for prior approval reprogrammings 

on DO Form 1415-1. This form details the reason for the 

reprogramming request, the "sources• of the funds to be 

reprogrammed and the "increases," or destinations for the 

reprogrammed funds. DoD may only prepare a prior 


Repro gram min 0 
approval reprogramming action that moves funds to \ Action - Prior 
higher priority items than those for which the funds were Approval 

originally appropriated. DoD may no t request -• 


• 
Increases ( + ) reprogramming to fund an item for which funding has 

been denied by Congress. 

Sources ( -) Requests involving use o f general transfer authori ty must 

be approved by OMB prior to transmittal t o Congress. 


Q 
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Long Description 

A form titles 'Reprogramming Action - Prior Approval,' with 'DD 1415-a' on the bottom. Content shows a 
section header labeled 'Increased (+)' and a second section header labeled 'Sources (-).' Background 
photos of Army field exercises. 
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Congressional Prior Approval Reprogramming, Cont. 

All prior approval reprogramming requests are 

submitted to the House and Senate Armed Services 

Committees (HASC and SASC), the House and 

Senate Appropriations Committees {HAC and SAC), REQUEST 

and, i f intelligence assets are involved, the House 

and Senate Select Committees on Intelligence 

(HPSCI and SSC!) . The congressional committees 

must each provide approval in letter format for the 

sources and increases requested in the prior 

approval reprogramming reques t . 
 NOTIFICATION 

The committees may disapprove specific increases 

or sources reques ted or change the amount allowed 

for a reques ted increase or source. USD 

(Comptroller) reviews all of the committee responses 

and implements the most restrictiv e committee 

action for each proposed source, increase, and 
 USD(C) 
amount . The DoD Components are then notified of 

the results of the prior approval reprogramming 

request via memorandum. 


Q 
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Long Description 

Flow chart depicting the congressional prior approval reprogramming process. Requests are submitted by 
the DoD Components to OMB, and then on to the House and Senate Armed Services Committees (HASC 
and SASC), the House and Senate Appropriations Committees (HAC and SAC), and, if intelligence assets 
are involved, the House and Senate Select Committees on Intelligence (HPSCI and SSCI). USD 
(Comptroller) reviews all of the committee responses and implements the most restrictive committee 
action. DoD Components are then notified via memorandum. 
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Congressional Prior Approval Reprogramming, Cont. 

Most prior approval reprogramming requests are 

consolidated by each service/ defense agency for 

submission as part o f the annual DoD "omnibus" 

reprogramming submission. However, in urgent cases, 

DoD may forward an individual prior approval 

reprogramming request addressing a specific 

requirement outside of the omnibus request. The 

omnibus reprogramming request must be sent t o 

COngress by the 1st of May, with responses received 

in July or August. 

Select the following hyperlinks to access prior approval 

reprogramming requests. Note : the following document 

links are in the Adobe Acrobat format. 


Individual Reques t 

Omnibus Request 

TOC I RESOURCES I PRINT I HELP 

Annual DoD Omnibus 

Reprogrammin g Submission 


Sends 
Sends I m pi emen-

Omnibus Sends tation 

t"-=:.:.; ....---, r~~~~..,Gui dance 
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Long Description 

A timeline is shown running from March to August. In the timeline, the Components (in March) are shown 
sending inputs to the Pentagon (in April). Next, the Pentagon is shown sending Omnibus to Congress (in 
May), Congress is shown sending a response to the Pentagon (in July), and finally, the Pentagon is shown 
sending implementation guidance to the Components (in August). 
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Congressional Notification 

Congressional Notification Reprogramming 
applies to : 

• 	 New programs or line items that do not 

otherwise require prior approval action 

(usually due to dollar threshold). 


• 	 Termination of program under below 

threshold reprogramming amoun ts, as long 

as the procurement line item or program 

element is not eliminated. 


A letter notification to the Congressional 
Authorization and Appropriation Committees is 

Cong~required. The component may implement the esstonat 

reprogramming action 30 days after the Nolificatlon 

appropriate committees receive the notification, Reprogra


mmlngunless an objection is received from any one of 
the committees. -

Q 
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Long Description 

Document labeled 'Congressional Notification Reprogramming,' U.S. Capitol Building in the background. 
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Internal Reprogramming 

Internal reprogramming is requested on DO Form 
1415-3 and is approved by the USD(C). Internal 
reprogramming creates an audit trail and documents Internal Reprogramming 
ac tions that do not change the purposes and 
amounts of funds justified in the budget 
presentations to the Congress or of funds that 
Congress has added to programs during the 
enactment process. 
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Long Description 

Titled Internal Reprogramming; USD is shown moving funds from one account to multiple activity 
accounts. 
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Internal Reprogramming, Cont. 

Funds may be internally reprogrammed to reclassify them for 

proper execution in a different line item or appropriation than that 

in which they were originally appropriated. 


For example, if Congress added $1 million to the ROT&E, Army 

account for a particular effort but the e ffort should really be 

funded in the ROT&E, Defense-Wide account, DoD may transfer 

$1 million from the Army account to the Defense-Wide account 

via internal reprogramming. 


Even though this realignment of funds requires a change of 

appropriations, and general transfer authority must be used, prior 

congressional approval is no t required . However, OMB approval 

must be obtained after signature of the DD 1415-3 by USD(C). 


0 01415 - 3 

o+~-..~ 
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Internal Reprogramming, Cont. 

Funds may also be internally reprogrammed to or 

from transfer accounts. Transfer accounts 

established by Congress are appropria tions that 

contain funds which are to be transferred to other 

appropria tions for execution. 


An example of a transfer accoun t is the 

Environmental Res tora tion, Defense appropriation . 

The funds provided in this appropriation are 

in ternally reprogrammed to appropriate procurement, 

RDT&E, O&M or MILCON appropriations for use on 

environmental projec ts . 


Such funds realignments are not considered to 
require general transfer authority. 

Oick here to access an examples of an Internal 
Reprogramming Regyest. 
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Environmental 

Restoration 


O&M Defense 

Approp riation 


Defense
Appropriation 

~ 

J! 
-~ . ~-

' ~ ··~ 
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Long Description 

The Environmental Restoration, Defense appropriation is shown with a green arrow denoting transfer of 
funds to O&M Defense appropriation. An arrow runs from O&M to a picture of a clean-up effort depicting 
an actual execution of funds. 
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Knowledge Review 

The following Knowledge Review allow s for multiple correct answers . Select all o f the answers 
that are correct, then selec t the Submit but ton and feedback will appear. 

An internal reprogramming ac tion: 

.J 	Must be approved by the Undersecretary o f Defense (Comptroller). 

~ 	May be used to move funds to and from "transfer accounts" such as the 

Environmental Restoration, Army account . 


May only be used to increase or decrease appropria ted amounts within 

certain thresholds. 


May be used to redirect funds to a different purpose than authorized or 

appropriated by Congress. 


An internal re programming action must be a pproved by the USD(C) and may be used to 
move funds t o and from "transfer accounts" s uc h as the Environmental Restorat ion, 
Army acco unt s hown in the example on the previous page. 
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Knowledge Review 

Due to unexpected problems in the development of an aircraft 

system, the Air Force needs to move $20 million fTom this year's 

Aircraft Procurement, Air Force appropriation to this year's 

RDT&E, Air Force appropriation. This must be accomplished by: 


Below- threshold reprogramming. 

U Internal reprogramming. 

A rescission bill. 

~ Congressional prior approval reprogramming. 

This particular situa tion involves moving funds from one appropriation to another appropriation, 
neither of which is a transfer account. I t also involves a change in purpose, so a Congressional 
prior approval reprogramming action is required. 
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Below-Threshold Reprogramming Amounts and Level of Control Overview 

Below- threshold reprogramming is approved by the 
individual services and defense agencies. This Approprl•tlon 
includes all actions that do not meet the criteria for Structure 
prior approval, congressional notifica tion or internal 
reprogramming. 

The thresholds for below- threshold reprogramming 
are tied to speci fic levels o f each appropriation's 
struc ture, as shown in this graphic . Every 
appropria tion is broken down into several 
subdivisions, the number and type of which vary 
depending on the appropriation category. As a 
general rule, most appropriations are first broken 
down int o budget ac tivi t ies t hat cover the major 
types of efforts encompassed by the appropriation, 
although MILCON is a notable exception. 

Budget 
Activity 

I 
Program 
Elements 

I 
Proj ects 

Item 

Activ 

I 
Activity 
Group 

I 
S ub 

I 
a udgat 
S.b• 

Activity 

Immediate 
Subordinate 

Account 
I 

Proj ect 

Activity 
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Long Description 

Appropriation Structure chart. Five columns showing structure of major appropriations used by DoD. First 
column shows RDT&E appropriations are subdivided into budget activities, which are subdivided into 
program elements, which in turn are subdivided into projects. The program element level is highlighted as 
the congressional level of control for RDT&E. Second column shows Procurement appropriations are 
subdivided into budget activities, which are subdivided into line items. The line item level is highlighted as 
the congressional level of control for Procurement. Third column shows O&M appropriations are subdivided 
into budget activities, which are subdivided into activity groups, which in turn are subdivided into sub-
activity groups. The budget activity level is highlighted as the congressional level of control for O&M. 
Fourth column shows MILPERS appropriations are subdivided into budget activities, which are subdivided 
into budget sub-activities. The budget activity level is highlighted as the congressional level of control for 
MILPERS. The fifth column shows MILCON appropriations are subdivided into immediate subordinate 
accounts, which in turn are subdivided into projects. The project level is highlighted as the congressional 
level of control for MILCON. 
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RDT8tE Appropriations Structure 

In the RDT&E appropriations, each budget activity 
(BA) is divided into program elements - the same ones 
used to track resources in the Future Years Defense 
Program. Each program element consists of one or 
more projects. Congress authorizes and appropriates 
funds for RDT&E efforts at the program element level; 
therefore, the threshold for below- threshold 
reprogramming of ROT&E funds will be defined at the 
program element level. 

Example: In the ROT&E, Army appropriation, Budget 
Activity-2, Basic Research, includes Program Element 
0602618A - Ballistics Technology, which includes 3 
projects: H03 - Robotics Technology; H75 - Electric 
Gun Technology; and HBO - Ballistics Technology. 

Program

Elements 


I 
Projects 

RDT&E, 

Army Example 


2-Basic Research 


060261BA
B alii sti cs Technology: 


H03 - Robotics 

H75 - Electric Gun 

HBO - Ballistics 
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Long Description 

Illustration of RDT&E appropriation structure and example described in text on this page. 
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Procurement Appropriations Structure 

In the Procurement appropriations, each budget activity 
is divided into line i tems. Each line item encompasses a Procurement, 

particular weapon system, or a grouping of small systems Marine Corps 

or spares. Congress authorizes and appropriates funds Example 

for Procurement efforts at the line item level. 

Example : In the Procurement, Marine Corps appropriation, 

Budget Activi ty -4, Communications and Elec tronics 

Equipment, includes line i tems for In telligence Support 

Equipment and Nigh t Vision Equipment . Budget 4-Communications 


Activity 	 & Electronics 
Equipm en t I 

Line I ntell i gen ce Support 
Item Equipment 

Night Vi sion 
Equipment 
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Long Description 

Illustration of procurement appropriation structure and example described in text on this page. 
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O&M Appropriations Structure 

O&M appropriation budget activities are divided into 

activity groups, which in tum are divided into sub O&M , 

activity groups. Congress authorizes and appropriates Air Forc e 

funds for O&M at the budget activity level. 
 E xample 

Example: In the O&M, Air Force appropriation, Budget 

Activity- ! , Operating Forces, has three activity groups : 

Air Operations, Combat-Related Operations, and Space Budget 1-0perating Forces 


ActivityOperations. The Space Operations activi ty group 

consists of seven sub-ac tivity groups: Launch Facili t ies; I 

Launch Vehicles; Space Control Systems; Satelli te Activity Space Operations 


GroupSystems; Other Space Operations; Base Support; and 
Facili t ies Sustainment, Res toration & Modernization. 


Sub Launch Faci li ties 

Activity Launch Vehicles 


Etc. 
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Long Description 

Illustration of O&M appropriation structure and example described in text on this page. 
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MILPERS Approprilltions Structure 

Military Personnel {MILPERS) appropriation budget 

activities are divided into budget sub-activities. 
 MILPERS ,
Congress authorizes and appropriates funds for Navy Example
MILPERS at the budget activity level. 

Example : In the MlLPERS, Navy appropriation, 

Budget Ac tivity-4, Subsistence of Enlisted 

Personnel, is divided in to two budget sub-activi ties: Budget 4-Subsistence of 


Activity EnIi sted Personnel 

• 	 4-A, Basic Allowance for Subsistence I 

Budget 4-A -Basic 


• 	 4-B, Subsistence in Kind Sub-Activity Allowance for 
Subsistence 

4-B -Subsistence 
in Kind 

Q 
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Long Description 

Illustration of MILPERS appropriation structure and example described in text on this page. 
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MILCON Approprilltions Structure 

Military Construction appropriations are divided first 

into immediate subordinate accounts, then into 

specific projects. Congress authorizes and 

appropriates funds for MILCON at the project level. 


Example: DoD's FY 2009 budget request included a 

project to replace fuel storage tanks at Kirtland Air 

Force Base, New Mexico to be funded in the Major 

Construction immediate subordinate account of the 

MILCON, Defense-Wide appropriation. 
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MJLCON , 
Defense-Wide 
Example 

Immediate Majar Construction 
Subordinate 

Account 

r 
Project 	 Replace Fuel StoreQe 

Tanks, Kirtland AFS, 
NM 

Q 
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Long Description 

Illustration of MILCON appropriation structure and example described in text on this page. 
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Below-Threshold Reprogramming 

Below- threshold reprogramming only applies to the 

movement of funds within an appropriation between 

elements at the appropriation's level of control ( for 

example, between line items within a Procurement 

appropriation such as FY 11 Shipbuilding and 

Conversion, Navy). 


DoD may use below- threshold reprogramming to add 

funding to or remove funding from elements at the 

level of control, subjec t to cer tain limits established 

by Congress. These limits are established at the 

level of Congressional control for each appropriation. 

The limits are set to allow DoD some flexibility in 

managing programs, by moving funds to where they 

are most needed while maintaining congressional 

oversight of DoD spending. Any reprogramming 

action that would exceed these limits requires prior 

congressional approval. 


SCN Line Item XX SCN Line Item YY 

Q 
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Long Description 

Pentagon moving funds within the Shipbuilding and Conversion, Navy appropriation from Line Item XX 
(surface ship) to Line Item YY (submarine). 



- --------------
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Below-Threshold Reprogramming, Cont . 

COngress restricts below- threshold reprogramming 

by limiting the maximum cumulative funding 

increases and decreases rela tive to the level-of· 

control element's baseline amount { the amount 

appropriated by Congress). 
 r Maximum 

The upper threshold is calculated by adding the Cumulative 


Increase
baseline amount to the maximum cumulative 
increase permi tted. The lower threshold is Level or Below-

calculated by subtrac ting the maximum cumulative Control ___:Th::.e.:::::.old_...:....____ 
~ r.::sh ::.::: --1 
decrease permi tted from the baseline amount. Baseline Reprogrammlng l 

Amount Permitted 


Below· threshold reprogramming is permitted as long 

Maximum 

as the level-of- control element's funding remains Cumulative 
within the band defined by the upper and lower Decrease 

thresholds. When a maximum increase or decrease is 

expressed in terms of a percentage, this percentage dr 
 J 
is also measured relative to the baseline amount. 

Lower Threshold
This concept is illustrated in the graphic a t right . 

Q 
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Long Description 

Limitations on below-threshold reprogramming. A solid horizontal line in the center of the graphic 
represents the level of control baseline amount. Parallel to, and above the baseline is a dashed line labeled 
Upper Threshold. The difference between the baseline and the upper threshold is labeled Maximum 
Cumulative Increase. Parallel to, and below the baseline is a dashed line labeled Lower Threshold. The 
difference between the baseline and the lower threshold is labeled Maximum Cumulative Decrease. A bi
directional arrow stretching between the upper and lower thresholds indicates the range over which 
below-threshold reprogramming is permitted. 
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Below-Threshold Reprogramming, Cont. 

This chart shows the Congressional limitations for 
below- threshold reprogramming . The limits are up to 
the amounts shown. For example, since the lesser of 
$10 million or 20% of the baseline amount is the 
below- threshold reprogramming limit for an increase 
to an RDT&E program element, a maximum of $9.99 
million could actually be added. However, i f 20% o f 
the baseline amount (appropriated amount) in that 
RDT&E program element is $8 million then only $7.99 
million could be added. 

Selec t from the list below to access examples 

showing how these limita tions are applied and 

determine the range in which below- threshold 

reprogramming is permitted. 


RDT&E 

Procurement 

M!LPERS 

M!LCON 

MAXAPPRN INTO 

lesser of 
ROT&E $10M 

or 20% 

Lesser of 
PROC $20M or 

20% 

O&M $15 M 

MILPERS $10M 

ILesser ofMILCON $2 M or 
25% 

MAX 

OUT 


Lesser of 
$10M 
or 20•.

Lesser of 
$20M or 

20% 

$15 M 

No 
Congressional 

Resbictiol1 

No 

Congressional 


RestJ ic:tiol1 

LVL OF 

CNTROL 


PROGRAM 

ElEMENT 


LINE 

ITEM 


BUDGET 

ACTIVITY 


(toNI! IIMC.TimY 
I.INfTAnoHI 0H-· 

BUDGET 

ACTIVITY 


PROJECT 

II 

Q 
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Long Description 

Chart illustrating the Congressional limitations for below-threshold reprogramming. For RDT&E, the 
maximum into and maximum out of are both the lesser of $10 million or 20% of the baseline amount 
appropriated to a program element. The level of control for RDT&E is the program element. For 
Procurement, the maximum into and maximum out of are both the lesser of $20 million or 20% of the 
baseline amount appropriated to a line item. The level of control for Procurement is the line item. For 
O&M, the maximum into and the maximum out are both $15 million and the level of control is the budget 
activity (some limitations on subactivity decreases). For MILPERS, the maximum into is $10 million, the 
maximum out has no Congressional restriction, and the level of control is at the budget activity. Finally, 
for MILCON, the maximum into is the lesser of $2 million or 25%, the maximum out has no Congressional 
restriction, and the level of control is at the project. 

Popup Text 

Below-Threshold Reprogramming Example - RDT&E 



 
    

    
    

 
 

 
 

   
 

 
 

  
   

   
  

     
  

 
 
 

   

Suppose an RDT&E, Defense-Wide, program element (PE) was originally appropriated $25 million 
(baseline). The upper limit for cumulative additions to this PE is $30 million (baseline plus $5 million). This 
is because $5 million is the lesser of $10 million or 20% of the baseline (20% of $25 million is $5 million). 
Likewise, the lower limit for cumulative reductions of this PE is $20 million (baseline minus $5 million). 
Any reprogramming action that would cause the PE funding to reach or exceed $30 million or drop below 
$20 million will require congressional prior approval. 

Below-Threshold Reprogramming Example - Procurement 

Suppose a Procurement appropriation (such as Aircraft Procurement, Air Force) line item was originally 
appropriated $87 million (baseline). The upper limit for cumulative additions to this line item is $104.4 
million (baseline plus $17.4 million). This is because $17.4 million is the lesser of $20 million or 20% of 
the baseline (20% of $87 million is $17.4 million). Likewise, the lower limit for cumulative reductions of 
this line item is $69.6 million (baseline minus $17.4 million). Any reprogramming action that would cause 
the line item funding to reach or exceed $104.4 million or drop below $69.6 million will require 
congressional prior approval. 

Below-Threshold Reprogramming Example - O&M 



 

 
 

  
    

 
  

 
 
 

   
 

Suppose an O&M, Army, budget activity (not subject to special Congressional limits) was originally 
appropriated $850 million (baseline). The upper limit for cumulative additions to this budget activity is 
$865 million (baseline plus $15 million maximum increase for O&M). The lower limit for cumulative 
decreases to the budget activity is $835 million (baseline minus $15 million maximum decrease for O&M). 
Any reprogramming action that would cause this budget activity's funding to reach or exceed $865 million 
or fall to $835 million or less will require congressional prior approval. 

Below-Threshold Reprogramming Example - MILPERS 



 
 

 
    

    
  

  
   

 
 

   
 

Suppose a MILPERS, Marine Corps, budget activity was originally appropriated $620 million (baseline). 
The upper limit for cumulative additions to this budget activity is $630 million (baseline + $10 million 
maximum increase for MILPERS). Any reprogramming action that would cause this budget activity's 
funding to reach or exceed $630 million will require congressional prior approval. There is no lower limit 
for cumulative reductions of this budget activity, however, removing a large sum from this budget activity 
would likely trigger a threshold breach when these funds are distributed to other budget activities. 

Below-Threshold Reprogramming Example - MILCON 



 
 

   
  

 
  

   
 

 

 

  

 

Suppose a MILCON, Navy, project was originally appropriated $40 million (baseline). The upper limit for 
cumulative additions to this project is $42 million (baseline + [lesser of $2 million or $10 million (25% of 
baseline) for MILCON]). Any reprogramming action that would cause this project's funding to reach or 
exceed $42 million will require congressional prior approval. There is no lower limit for cumulative 
reductions of this project; however, removing a large sum from this project would likely trigger a 
threshold breach when these funds are distributed to other construction projects. 
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Knowledge Review 

Which o f the following is true concerning a below- threshold reprogramming ac tion in a 
Procurement appropriation? 

0 	A program element receiving funds may be increased to an amount that is 
less than $ 10 million above its baseline level. 

~ A line item receiving funds may be increased to an amount that is less than the 
smaller o f the following: 1) $20 million above its baseline level or 2 ) 20% above its 
baseline level. 

0 A budget ac tivity receiving funds may be increased to an amount that is less 
than $ 15 million above its baseline level. 

0 A projec t receiving funds may be increased to an amount that is less than $2 
million above its baseline level. 

Check Answer 

For a below- threshold reprogramming ac tion in a Procurement appropriation, a line item receiving 
funds may be increased to an amount that is less than the smaller o f the following: 1 ) $ 20 
millio n above its baseline level or 2) 200/o above its baseline lev el. Statement a. re fers to 
RDT&E appropriation limits, Statement c . re fers to O&M appropriation limits, and Statement d. 
re fers to MILCON appropriation limits. 
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Knowledge Review 

Selec t all o f the answers that are correc t, then selec t the Submit button and feedback will appear. 

The Ultra Warehouse construc tion projec t 's baseline (original appropriation by Congress) is $50 

million. Which o f the following represents an amount to which this projec t 's funding can be changed 

by a below- threshold reprogramming ac tion? 


0 $54 million 

~ $51 million 

~ $45 million 

0 $62.5 million 

Check Answer 

This projec t is subjec t to the MILCON appropriation limits for below- threshold reprogramming. 
There are no limits regarding how far below the baseline the projec t 's funding can be reduced. 
However, its funding can only be increased to less than $2 million or 25% above its baseline 
level, whichev er is lower. In this case, 25% o f the projec t baseline is $12.5 million, so the 
upper limit for additions to this projec t is the lower o f $52 million or $62.5 million. Therefore, 
any project funding v alue less than $52 millio n is a legitimate o utcome for a below 
threshold reprogramming actio n affecting this project. 

~ I Page39 of 46 ~ 
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Knowledge Review 

Most below- threshold reprogramming actions are approved by: 

Program Managers. 


Undersecre tary of De fense (Comptroller). 


U Congress . 


./ Individual DoD Components. 


Check Answ er 

Approval for below threshold reprogramming is at the individual component a nd d efe nse 
agency lev el. This includes all actions that do not mee t the criteria for prior approval or in ternal 
reprogramming. 
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lesson Summary 

Congrat ulat ions! You have comple ted the Fiscal Laws and Reprogramming Lesson. The following 
topics were presented in this lesson: 

• 	 The Misappropriation Ac t (Sec tion 1301, Title 31, U.S. Code). Also known as the Purpose 
Statute, this law requires that funds be used only for the programs and purposes for which they 
were appropriated. 

• 	 The Antide ficiency Ac t (Sec tions 1341 and 1517, Title 31, U.S. Code). This law basically states 
that executive agencies and their subordinates cannot spend more budget authori ty than they 
ge t and they cannot spend budget authori ty be fore it is distributed to them. 

o 	Responsibili ty for Antide ficiency Ac t violations is usually fixed at the highest level that 
knew about or should have known about the violation. 

~ I Page4lof 46 ~ 
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Lesson Summary, Cont. 

The following topics were also presented in this lesson: 

• 	 The Bona Fide Need Rule (Section 1502(a), Title 31, u.s. Code). 

o 	This law requires appropriated funds be used only to obtain: 

• 	 Goods for which a bona fide need arises during the period of the appropriation's 
availabili ty for obligation. 

• 	 Services which are performed during the period o f the appropriation's availabili ty 
for obliga tion. 

o 	A number of excep tions t o the Bona Fide Need Rule exist, including lead-time and stock 
level excep tions for supplies, excep tion for non-severable services, and statutory 
exceptions granted by Congress. 

o 	DoD Component policies may be more restrictive than the law, only allowing multi-year 
appropriations to be used to finance those needs that arise during the first year of the 
appropriation's availability. 

Back 	 Next 
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lesson Summary, Cont. 

The following topics were also presented in this lesson: 

• Reprogramming. Reprogramming is the use o f funds for purposes o ther than originally appropriated. 

o 	DoD Financial Management Regulation (DoD 7000.14- R), Volume 3, Chapter 6 provides 
reprogramming guidance. 

o 	Funds can only be reprogrammed within the same fiscal year, no t be tween fiscal years. 

• 	 Congressional Prior Approval Reprogramming. 

o 	DoD must receive written approval from the Armed Services, Appropriations, and ( if applicable) 
Intelligence committees prior to executing these ac tions: 

• 	 Increasing procurement quantities for major end items. 

• 	 Moving funds be tween appropriation accounts. 

• 	 Exceeding the amounts specified for below- threshold reprogrammings within an 
appropriation account. 

• 	 Initiating new starts mee ting certain dollar thresholds. 

• 	 Terminating programs or projec ts mee ting certain dollar thresholds. 

o 	Prior approval reprogramming requests are normally aggregated and submitted as part o f a 
single "Omnibus" package to Congress in May . 

~ I Page 43 of 46 ~ 
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Lesson Summary, Cont. 

The following topic was also presented in this lesson: 

• 	 Congressional Notification applies to requests for new starts under the limits set for 

Congressional Prior Approval, and for terminating programs under the below threshold 

reprogramming limits as long as you are not eliminating a program element or line item. 
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lesson Summary, Cont. 

Finally, the following topics were presented in this lesson: 

• 	 Internal Reprogramming. USD(C) may approve reprogramming ac tions that do no t change the 
purposes and amounts o f funds appropriated. Common internal reprogramming ac tions include: 

o 	Reclassification o f funds due to inadvertent errors, such as funding a program in the wrong 
appropriation. 

o 	Moving funds to and from "transfer" accounts. 

• 	 Below-Threshold Reprogramming. This type o f reprogramming only applies to the movement o f funds 
within an appropriation be tween elements at the appropriation's level o f control. 

o 	Levels o f control for the major DoD appropriation types are: RDT&E - Program Element; 
Procurement - Line I tem; O&M and MILPERS - Budget Ac tivity; MILCON - Projec t . 

o 	The limitations on below- threshold reprogramming into or out o f a level o f control are based on 
the amount appropriated by Congress (baseline amount) . 

o 	Reprogramming ac tions that would cause these limitations to be exceeded must be submitted 
for prior congressional approval. 
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Lesson Completion 

You have comple ted the con tent for this lesson. 


To continue, selec t another lesson from the Table o f Conten ts on the le ft. 


If you have closed or hidden the Table of Contents, click the Show TOC 

button at the top in the Atlas navigation bar. 
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